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Back to work
Classes are now back in full swing seemingly picking up from the fantastic
energy we had at the end of last year. I am somewhat amused that the hotter
the day the bigger the class. While other gyms are closing because of the heat
we are booming. Admittedly we have better airflow than most but I do admire your insanity for turning up.
There is a new enthusiastic group of black shirts who are getting their registrations done and will be soon attempting their first competition fight as well
as our veteran warriors who will be adding to their fight record.
The good thing about being a mature school is not much needs to change a
tweak here an there to keep things fresh but the core of what we do is set.
The starting of a beginners sparring class Monday at 8pm plus probably adding more kids classes are the two areas which will develop but the 6pm and
7pm classes will continue on the format they are .
My aim this year is to make the school more independent of me and although
this will be a gradual transition and I will be putting people in place to make
this happen freeing me up to spend more time with our competitors.
There is also the possibility our black shirt program to be offered in some
form at Macquarie University and as the degree I am currently studying is
through Macquarie there is some synergy about it.
We have had record numbers joining in January one for every day and things
are not likely to slow down for sometime. As people join please try to make
them welcome by at least saying hello and another suggestion is to help people learn to do their wraps the first time.
Register for amateur competition
For those who are eligible to compete in amateur competition being Black Shirts or those
with substantial fight experience. (If unsure please see me first.) Here is the procedure to
getting registered. We only compete in amateur Boxing under Boxing Australia (ABA)
and because I am on the board of Boxing NSW a member state of the above I cannot personally corner at corporate contender type matches which are usually under the Boxing
League (ABL) however if you are competing in these we are happy to train you up for
them Registration is to phase Combat Sports NSW now takes care of 100 points id and
Medical clearances https://combatsports.nsw.gov.au/ and start your registration at
ringside online . The second part is to register at www.boxingnsw.org.au/registration/
this can be done at the same time . I think combat sports is $30 for three years and boxing
Australia is $80 per calendar year and whatever it costs for medical expenses but after
that most competitions are free to enter. For those who have not registered or a couple of
years you will find the procedure a bit different than it used to with only the Combat
Sports Blue book in use. You will only receive a receipt or a card from Boxing Australia
showing you are eligible for ABA competitions.

Coming Up

Shirt Promotions
General Promotion White to
Red Shirt Monday 20th March
@ 7pm

Competitions
Friday 17—Sunday 19th February NSW Pathway selection
event
Saturday February 25th from
7pm—Dee Why RSL
Friday 21st to Sunday 23rd
April—Kings of the Ring Blacktown RSL

Other
Rylstone camp - Friday 30th
March to Sunday 1st April—
Cost $50 includes some meals
and accommodation bring sleeping bag and toiletries share
transport must be able to leave
on Friday night back Sunday

Rylstone Camp
I would like to offer at least one
full weekend camp this year giving the time to do both boxing as
well as explore the incredible
surrounds such as Ferntree gully
and the cave drawings at the
children’s ceremonial site. The
camp will involve some hill running as well as rock climbing/
scrambling. Participants should
be medium fitness standard.
Cost $50 including some meals
and limited to 10 people max.

Opportunities for part time work
This year I will be doing some travel and it is time that the school was able to take care of itself and run without my
overbearing hand. We have ample instruction but need a presence for managing, coordinating, phone answering
and inducting, adding students to the database, cleaning and covering when instructors can’t make it. I am thinking
of two people initially 3-4 hours per week each at a reasonable rate but you are required to have an ABN. For the
right person (s) I will sponsor through Coaching courses and also business conferences. It is unlikely that these will
turn into full time positions in the near future but might suit a Uni student or even a school leaver. There are a couple of people here I would consider who are under 18 but I will approach them individually but in general applicants
must be over 18. Depending on the number of people applying I will rotate a trial for say 4-6 weeks. It is desirable
for an applicant to be a black shirt here but not critical and not necessarily taking a class at present but with at least
the confidence to take on a class if needed. I will be away for most of July this year so the hours will spike a little bit
over that month so will need some availability then. To be eligible you must be a financial member and on a DD/
CC membership not a starter pack you still will pay fees as a normal student but will be paid separately for your
work. Applications accepted by, text or email or just see me when you come to class.

Instructors wanted & Classes available to take
If you are a Black Shirt and are wanting to take your training to the next level then you should think about taking a
class or at least being a backup for someone else’s class . If you are not yet a black shirt but are interested in teaching I still want to hear from you as there is a real need for backups in classes when an instructor can’t make it or
share a class to gain confidence.
The peak time classes I have available for owning at present are Monday and Tuesday @ 5pm , Thursday at 6pm
and Saturday at 3pm. The off-peak classes are Tuesday to Thursday at 10.30am and 3pm.
I would like assistant / backup instructors for almost every class but in particular Monday 5pm & Monday 7pm,
Wednesday at 7pm & Saturday 8am and 3pm which would allow me to take a longer weekend for camps if needed.
If you think you can please let me know or if you are friends with your instructor of a class you regularly attend talk
to them and exchange numbers so if they can’t make it they can just text you rather than me being involved.
There is no direct financial reward for taking classes however I promise that your boxing skills will improve immeasurably and I do appreciate your efforts and I will reward the efforts of loyal students where I can.
One of the greatest rewards is building a following our version of being a rock star but to do this you have to do the
work. Ben knows that turning up and being consistent week after week reliably is how you build a devoted following. Do it for your fans !

Access to advanced classes
To have access to advanced classes you must be on a DD or CC membership not a starter pack or 10 visit membership. If you are on a starter pack at present you just have to sign a membership which will continue after your starter pack or 10 visit membership expires. Sometimes we let people stay on Wednesday nights after 7pm class but
this is a bonus not a right and you could be refused if you just turned up at 8pm expecting to train.

Monday 8pm—Beginners Sparring
Pleased to announce Josh Cranston will be taking over this class and it’s focus will be beginners sparring for both
men and women. Josh has been teaching Thursdays at 6pm but work commitments have meant he will be moving
to this timeslot . This is still technically an advanced class so the on-going eligibility is as above but to kickstart I
will let any member attend till the 31st March so please support Josh.

Petting a wild Koala
It’s not every day you get to pat a wild Koala and when this cutie fell out of a tree and was somewhat stunned we
took our chances . The wildlife at my property is extraordinary with almost every time a sighting of something.

Falling the aftermath of suicide
Falling a short movie with scenes filmed here is now in the latter
stages of production which deals with loved ones let behind in
the aftermath of a suicide. Johny Lahoud and Tasneem Roc the
leads have had roles in TV and film including Underbelly and am
looking forward to the finished product. Our gym has now quite
a Film and TV resume to it’s credit shame it can’t sign autographs.

